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EDITOR'S NOTE
Qui n’avance pas recule

Dear Niveshaks,
We are delighted to bring to you the
January edition of Niveshak. This is
also the special Business Leadership
Summit edition. Global markets are
upbeat on the back of recalibration of
the US trade & foreign policies by the
US President Joe Biden. On the
domestic front, India has started the
inoculation drive, and vaccination is
progressing rapidly. Indian markets
have risen to record highs, with Sensex
hitting 50k and Nifty nearing the 15k
milestones on the back of demand
coming back strongly in domestic
consumption and policy push through
reforms. In addition, corporate
earnings for Q3 have beaten
expectations across the board, whether
it be the big boys of IT (TCS, Infosys)
or consumption (Asian Paints, Bajaj
Auto) or banks doing reasonably well
than expected gives more confidence
and business visibility towards the
next 9-12 months. This hints at a
broad-based
economic
recovery.
Besides, there are huge expectations
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from the upcoming budget. The
government has hinted at a pathbreaking budget touching all walks of
life & continuing structural reforms,
which is the need of the hour.

EDITOR'S NOTE

Finally, test your general knowledge
about the world of finance in the
“Quiz” section. Let us know how you
did; we would love to hear from you!

We would love to hear your thoughts,
The PM has envisioned a "Self-Reliant" ideas, and feedback; please reach out to
India. In this regard, what's the impact us to let us know what you think!
of India on the global front, and where
do we move from here is our cover We hope you derive something
story. This is also the theme of BLS this valuable from this edition and that you
year and touches upon our subtheme of stay safe and excited in these exciting
"Build in India, Build for the World".
times.
In the "Classroom" section of the Stay Invested,
magazine, we explain the "COVERED
CALL" concept which is an important TEAM NIVESHAK
part of almost every straddle option
strategy of hedging in derivatives.
Telecom is the sector that has been
through a lot in the last five years
whether
it
be
infrastructure
upgradations or predatory pricing. So,
this time we dissect this sector in the
"Know your sector" section.
This month's “On the shoulders of
giants” gives a glimpse into the effect of
market power and regulation in the
effective functioning of the market.
Wingreens Farms acquired coldpressed juices startup Raw Pressery for
the valuation of ₹100 - 110 crore. This
features in the "Something Ventured,
Something Started" section.

All images, design and artwork are copyright of
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©
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Disclaimer: The views presented are the
opinion/work of the individual author and the
Finance Club of IIM Shillong bears no
responsibility whatsoever.
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THE MONTH THAT WAS

THE MONTH
THAT WAS
1. Sensex hits 50,000 mark for
the first time
Due to a positive outlook on earnings,
progress on coronavirus vaccination
and hopes of a new US stimulus, the
BSE Sensex Index moved beyond the
50000 mark on 21st January 2021, for
the first time. The index closed at
49,625 lower by 167 points.

In intraday, the rupee opened at 72.93.
At closing the currency settled at 73.02
almost 0.14% up from the previous
close.

time since September 2020.

As per the data released by IHS Markit

Foreign investors’ backing for the
Indian equity and debt markets and
the weakness in the dollar index due to
concerns over global economic
recovery amid rising coronavirus cases
helped in strengthening the Indian
2. Foxconn plans India IPO rupee.
worth ₹5,000 crores
The world’s largest assembler of Apple
iPhones, Foxconn Technology Group, 4. Bad loans may reach 22 year
high
by
September:
RBI
is planning to launch an initial public
offering in India to raise an amount of The central bank of the country, The
₹5,000 crores. The company views Reserve Bank of India, holds the view
India as a favourable investment that India’s bad loan ratio could rise to
destination and is looking forward to 13.5% under the baseline stress scenario
expanding its presence in the country.
by September, the highest in 22 years.
The last time banks witnessed such
3. Rupee strengthens past 73 stress was in 1996-97 when the nonmark for the first time since performing assets ratio reached 15.7%
September
5.
Factory
activity
picks
up,
On 4th January, 2021 the rupee hit the
73 mark against the dollar, for the first employment declines
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the purchasing manager index (PMI)
increased marginally from 56.3 in
November to 56.4 in December,
indicating the rising production levels
and rebuilding of inventories after the
pandemic drove business closures.
However, the employment levels
portray a grim picture. Employment
declined for the ninth consecutive
month in December. The government’s
guidelines to have employees work in
shifts and the difficulty in finding
suitable staff, have been cited as the
major reasons for the drop in the
employment levels.
6. Trade deficit reaches a 25month high
As the growth in the merchandize
imports outpaced the growth in
exports, the country’s trade deficit
widened to a 25-month high in the
month of December. In the month of
December, the imports of the country
increased by 7.56%, the first time in 10
months, and the exports expanded by
0.14%. The country recorded a trade
deficit of $15.44 billion.
7. BharatPe plans to raise up
to $200 million in equity
funding
BharatPe plans to raise around $150200 million in equity funding and $500
million of debt. This fundraise is
considered to be the biggest for the
startup. In the last equity fundraise,

7

THE MONTH THAT WAS

BharatPe was valued at $400 million.
The coming round could value
BharatPe at $1 billion, which would
make it the seventh fintech unicorn of
India.
8. Bitcoin falls by 17% after
reaching a record high of
$34,800
The world’s largest cryptocurrency,
Bitcoin, witnessed a stark decline of
17%, falling below the $30,000 mark
after reaching a record high of $34,800.
However, the decline was much smaller
as compared to a 50% decline in the
month of December.
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NIF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

NIVESHAK INVESTMENT FUND
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Return Measures
Total investment value: ₹ 10,00,000
Current portfolio value: ₹ 21,78,521
Change in portfolio value: 1.87%
Change in Sensex: 2.11%

Risk Measures
Standard deviation NIF: 35.61%
Standard deviation Sensex: 29.09%
Sharpe ratio: 3.83 (Sensex: 4.76)
Cash remaining: ₹1,84,140

Comments on Equity Market & NIF Performance
The benchmark index posted a gain of 2.11% in January. The new year saw the
markets touch significant milestone. Sensex reached the historic peak of 50,000
for the first time. However, due to profit-booking, it could not hold the fort.
The markets started the new year on a positive note with increased
participation from FIIs. This decade is predicted to be the one for the
emerging markets. FIIs are also showing their excitement in countries like
India on account of falling interest rates and unfavourable exchange rates in
the US. On the earnings front, stalwarts such as TCS, Asian paints, Bajaj Auto
have posted encouraging results.
NIF saw a portfolio change of 1.87% and stood at a net value of ₹ 21,78,521.

(The above data is up to 22nd January 2021.)
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NIF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Individual Stock Weight
and Monthly Performance

Top Gainers of
January 2021
16.97% - Bharat Forge
16.23% - Paramount Com
13.38% - PVR

Top Losers of
January 2021
-8.90% - Speciality Rest
-7.36% - Thirumalai Chem
-4.85% - ADF Foods
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COVER STORY

IMPRINTING
INDIA’S GLOBAL PRESENCE
The entire world has seen a tough time
in the past year. While millions lost
their lives, many others their
livelihoods, the countless lives
belonging to the lower strata of the
society became more miserable. While
the IMF in its Global Economic
Outlook forecasted a 4.4% global GDP
contraction for 2020, India saw a never
expected -24% growth in April-June
quarter this financial year.
With the recent vaccine rollout, the
global economic outlook looks
positive. An optimistic 5.2% global
growth for 2021 has been forecasted;
IMF Chief economist Gita Gopinath
has rightly stated, “…We’re starting out
the year at a somewhat stronger point
than we had expected in 2020, which is
a good thing...”. But clouds of
uncertainty do exist. However, amidst
this gloom, reports highlighting that
India will regain its 5th largest
economy status by 2025 and reach the
third position by 2030, a ray of hope
has also emerged for India to consider
it as an opportunity to achieve the

manufacturing status it always dreamt
of.
To emerge as the global leader, any
nation, be it India, needs to focus on
three critical parameters, i.e., macroeconomic stability, national output,
and innovation.
Macroeconomic Stability:
In the past, the double-digit inflation
rate eroded the significant impact of
the rise in nominal GDP. However,
with the Monetary Policy completing
its 5-year term, we can confidently
attribute success to keeping it within
the range of 2-6%. It has brought not
only stability, transparency, and
structural process in the economy but
also boosted investors’ confidence in
the economy.
While the lockdown squeezed both the
state and the centre's revenue, the
sudden rise in expenditure on
vaccination and health facilities will
pose a difficult challenge to the
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government. No doubt, there will be a
rise in the fiscal deficit, but how the
government will allocate it to ensure
capital formation and above all, the
path to realign its budgetary discipline
is properly planned and appropriately
communicated.
However, lessons of 2008’s up rise in
fiscal deficit to deal with the Global
Recession must be kept in mind,
which later led to high inflation and
outflows of foreign investment.
National Output
Though
agriculture
remained
unaffected by the COVID-19 impact,
other variables such as level of export,
imports, electricity generation, cargo,
and freight traffic, etc., have started
showing favorable signs of recovery
reaching the pre-COVID level. Thus,

COVER STORY

what is now required is the steps to
accelerate growth.
In his address to the US investors,
Prime Minister Modi had rightly said,
"Government has no business being in
business." The government's recent
efforts to disinvest the strategic PSUs
such as BPCL, IDBI Bank, ConCor,
LIC, Air India, etc., are in the similar
direction. While COVID-19 has
delayed the plans and the threat of
devaluation of these PSUs rise, we
might soon see the process completed
with the recent opening up of the
economy and V-shaped recovery. New
disinvestment plans in the upcoming
budget and the existing ones will open
up the pandora of opportunities for
the private sector to improve
efficiency and create jobs while leading
innovations in the industry.
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Moreover, capital deficiency in our
country has magnified the role of
strong and large banks - a necessity to
make India a manufacturing hub. The
step of recapitalizing the banks to the
tune of ₹70,000 crores in the last
budget, new norms of regulation,
mergers, strict supervision, and bold
decisions as in the case of LVB shored
up the banks to sustain these growth
plans.

remained oblivious to India a decade
ago. Moreover, efforts to push AI,
fintech, etc., are laying the foundations
for a newer set of changes in this
country. The new education policy is
also intended to harness the human
capital more capable and skilled for
these
future
employment
opportunities.

Innovation

The budget is going to be a stepping
stone in this direction. Sectors like
automobiles, real estate, tourism &
hospitality have been badly hit by
pandemic and initiatives to provide
them relief and push the demand is
need of the hour. Special efforts to
make India's pharmaceutical industry
AtmaNirbhar in terms of sourcing
APIs will strengthen its dominance.
For the MSMEs, relief in the form of
extension of the Emergency Credit
Line Guarantee Scheme (ECLGS)
should be considered. However, with

While India has been chasing its goals
of a $5 trillion economy, the
government’s initiative ‘Start-up India'
has started showing positive results. A
massive number of start-ups have
emerged in the country, acting as a
catalyst in this chase. The conducive
atmosphere to these start-ups is
evident from the investments they have
been able to attract and the
transformation brought in sectors like
EdTech, foodtech, retail, etc., which

Way Forward:
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the focus on growth, steps to uplift the
poorer sections would also require
certain schemes in the form of Direct
Benefit Transfer which will also boost
the consumption level in the economy.
Heavy
expenditure
through
MGNREGA could help in achieving
this objective. Besides, the rising
inequality among rich and poor might
require certain taxation hikes to bridge
the gap without affecting much outflow
of Foreign Direct Investment.

Conclusion:
The next decade is going to be crucial
for emerging nations. While the
developed nations will try to rebuild
their economies, companies will be
looking towards more reliable global
supply chain hubs. An opportunity
would exist for a country to play a
pivotal role in this process, which will
uplift the lower sections of its society
and meet the aspirations its citizens
dreamt of. We hope this decade could
be of India!
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ARTICLE OF THE MONTH

THE ECONOMIC COST OF COVID-19
PANDEMIC FOR THE WORLD ECONOMY
By Shweta Chauhan, BIMTECH

The financial cost of the Coronavirus
pandemic is difficult to calculate. If
we want to assess the economic cost of
COVID-19, a helpful beginning
measure is the half-yearly Global
Economic Prospects report delivered
this month by the World Bank. It
figures that the world economy most
likely shrank by 4.3% in 2020, a
misfortune coordinated exclusively by
the Depression and the two world
wars. This alarming figure still
underestimates the loss suffered by the
world economy because it only
estimates the world economy's tumble
from where it was before the
pandemic, not from where it would
have been otherwise if there were no
outbreak of pandemic at all.
To figure that greater fall, we need to
determine how worldwide GDP may
have advanced without Coronavirus.
One straightforward baseline is the
World Bank's projection delivered this
time a year ago when it was still
willfully ignorant of the sneaking viral
danger. It was anticipated that
worldwide GDP should extend by 2.5%

in 2020 to $86 trillion in those days.
Contrasted and that figure, worldwide
GDP set back a year ago was
presumably more like 6.6%. That is
comparable to about $5.6 trillion (at
the market trade rates and costs
winning in 2010, which the bank
utilizes for insightful accommodation).
In 2021 the world economy ought to
develop energetically as projected, and
it would be possible with the rollout of
vaccines. In any case, regardless of
whether this assumption is met and no
further cataclysms interfere, the degree
of yield in 2021 will stay 5.3% below the
bank's pre-pandemic projections: a
further deficiency of nearly $4.7trillion
which will be difficult to compensate
as the economy will still face the effect
of pandemic in 2021 too.
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Set up these two numbers and the
expense of Coronavirus this year and
last will add up to about $10.3 tn in
done without yield: products and
enterprises the world might have
created had it remained unafflicted.
That is, to understated the obvious, a
major number. Just America and China
have a yearly GDP more prominent
than $10 tn. Also, there are 153
economies that produced that much
combined in 2019. If we talk about
India, its economy was not doing too
well even before the pandemic
outbreak.
The
imposition
of
nationwide lockdown further worsened
the economy as supply chains were
disrupted, production was stopped,
and
millions
of
people
lost
employment. More than $2 tn of the
expense will be endured by the Euro
region. America will generally bear $1.7
tn. Among non-industrial nations,
India is set to persevere through the
greatest misfortune in dollar terms:

ARTICLE OF THE MONTH

about $950 bn (albeit the bank's
estimate for India's development in
2021 appears to be unduly cynical).
Although China's economy is a lot
greater than that of India, it will
endure a more modest GDP deficiency
of about $680 bn. Indeed, even these
giant numbers downplay the loss, in
any case. The monetary harm, all things
considered, won't be limited to this
year. The World Bank anticipates that
worldwide GDP in 2022 should stay
4.4% below its pre-pandemic forecasts.
It fears long-lasting adverse impact on
the venture, human resources, and,
thus, the world economy's development
capability. It likewise stresses that the
obligation that legislatures and
organizations have given to help them
climate the pandemic may hurt
development later on. The COVID-19
pandemic will likely end up costing
between $8.1 and $15.8 trillion globally.
(WEF, 2020) On the other hand, the
IMF expects that the economic cost to
go up to $28 trillion.
This COVID-19 pandemic has
adversely affected the assembling and
the administration area—hospitality
and travel, tourism, medical services,
retail, banks, inns, land, training,
wellbeing, IT, entertainment, media,
and others. The monetary pressure has
begun and will develop quickly. While
lockdown brings about profitability
misfortune from one perspective, they
cause a sharp decrease popular for
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products and enterprises by the buyers
in the market on the other,
consequently prompting a breakdown
in financial movement. Similarly, all
areas have been affected, including
entertainment
and
recreation
industries. The film industry, especially
Hollywood, could lose US$5 billion as a
result of the pandemic. Covid fears
have sent stun waves across worldwide
monetary business sectors. Indian
capital business sectors are imagining a
support stream to Western capital
business sectors, attributable to rate
cuts and fall in the securities exchanges
the world over. According to the
NSDL information, Foreign Portfolio
Investors (FPIs) have removed gigantic
sums from India — ₹247.76 billion from
value markets and ₹140.50 billion from
obligation markets in a limited
capacity to focus 13 days, that is, from 1
to 13 of March 2020.
There will be a ton of instability in the
capital business sectors in the following
half-year, attributable to the quick
progression of capital starting with one
market then onto the next on the
planet. A memorable drop sought after
for oil has dropped the unrefined
petroleum costs to a long term low of
$22 per barrel in March from $65 per
barrel in January. A few evaluations
have fixed saving of $7–8 billion for
India for each $5 a barrel fall in raw
petroleum costs. A fall in raw
petroleum costs may cut

ARTICLE OF THE MONTH

India's present record deficiency, which
was 1.55% of GDP in 2019–2020. Yet,
the capital outpourings from India may
surpass the potential saving in the
current record deficiency.
INR to USD normal conversion scale
has been ₹70.4 per US dollar, yet it is as
of now citing close to the mental
boundary of ₹75 per US dollar. If
India's capital surges proceed, the
rupee (INR) may deteriorate further in
the coming days. India is facing the
worst growth performance since 1991.
If we talk about global hunger and
poverty, poverty is on the rise for the
first time since the 1998 Asian financial
crisis. In 1990, the global poverty rate
was 35.9%. By 2018 it reduced to 8.6%,
but it has risen to 8.8% this year and
will likely rise throughout 2021.
Evaluations are that a significant
number of airlines in various nations
will slip into losses. ILO has assessed
that 81 percent of the worldwide labor
force
of
3.3
billion
are
straightforwardly or in a roundabout
way are influenced by work
environment terminations. In India
itself, where around 90% of individuals
are working in the casual area, almost
400 million laborers will probably fall
into poverty and hunger.
There is another cause behind why
these figures downplay the economic
cost. If the pandemic had never
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occurred, world GDP would not just
have been higher; it would likewise
have been unique. Rather than
producing healthcare essentials like
masks and sanitizers, the world
economy would have delivered
different things. Since the pandemic is
so harmful to wellbeing and society, it
merits redirecting tremendous assets to
battle it—these endeavors are of
colossal monetary worth. Even with the
rollout of vaccines in countries like the
USA, UK, Israel, India, Russia, etc., the
economic burden of COVID 19 is still
there.
However, if the pandemic had never
happened, the world economy would
be
heading
towards
achieving
milestones in one or other things. Still,
since it already happened, there is no
way other than to overcome its
economic burden as soon as possible.

Shweta Chauhan
BIMTECH
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CLASSROOM

CLASSROOM:
COVERED CALL
A covered call is a financial transaction
wherein the investor who is selling the
call option owns an equivalent amount
of the underlying asset. An investor
holding a long position in an asset
writes the call option on that same asset
to give rise to income.
It is a risk management and options
strategy, which involves writing a call
option on the underlying asset on
which the investor is long. Investors
who view price variations in the
underlying asset to be comparatively
low will adopt it.
It is ideal in a situation where the
investor wants to hold the underlying
asset/stock for a long term but also, at
the same time but does not expect a
considerable increase in the price of the
same. In such a situation, he earns by
writing a call option on this underlying
asset and thus, earns via option
premium. Also, if the price of the
underlying asset falls, the same will be
offset by the call option premium so
earned.

Let us now understand this with the
help of an example:
An investor has 1000 shares of XYZ
Company at ₹1000 per share. The
company’s shares have not shown
much volatility and the same is
expected in the future. The investor is
of the view that that the price would
rise to ₹1030 in the next 3 months.
Herein, the investor will write a call
option with a strike price of ₹1030 that
will expire in 3 months, assuming a
premium of ₹5 per share per contract.
In such a case, two things can happen:
XYZ Co's shares go above ₹1030:
The call option will be exercised.
XYZ Co's shares go below ₹1030:
The full premium has been earned
by the writer of the call option.
This kind of strategy is not ideal for
very bullish and very bearish investors.
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KNOW YOUR SECTOR

KNOW YOUR SECTOR:
TELECOM
Tring Tring!
Who’s there?

However, for telecom companies, it is
the number of ‘active’ subscribers
which matters the most.

Niveshak is back with Know Your Sector
and this time we're covering the
Telecom Sector. So let's deep dive into
the parameters we need to look at while
analyzing a telecom company.

For e.g., while Reliance Jio has the
highest number of subscribers, the
proportion of its active users was about
78% whereas Bharti Airtel had the
maximum proportion i.e. 97% of its
active wireless subscribers on the date
of peak VLR in the month of July 20,
No. of Subscribers:
thus indicating a better position about
Like any company, the number of its subscriber base.
customers is the most important
parameter.
Average Revenue Per User
(ARPU):
Average Revenue Per User is calculated
by dividing the total revenue of the
enterprise by the average number of
subscribers during that period. It
indicates
the
revenue-generating
capabilities at the per-customer level.
Generally, there exists a positive
correlation between ARPU and
profitability of the company.
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Subscriber Growth Rate:

Leverage:

Another important factor is the
subscriber growth rate. Usually, TRAI
i.e. Telecom Regulatory Authority of
India publishes quarterly data on it. On
similar lines, a term that you will most
commonly read about is the churn rate,
which basically signifies the number of
customers leaving the company.

Investment in telecom licenses requires
heavy
investment,
which
if
supplemented by debt causes high
interest payment. As a result, the
amount of debt and comparison of
debt to equity along with its peers
become important. For example, Debt
to Equity Ratio of Vodafone Idea is
16.11, much higher than Bharti Airtel’s
1.52 signifying an alarming situation of
financial distress.

The subscriber growth rate of a
company may happen due to the
addition of new customers in the
market (i.e. growth in the industry) or
the shift of existing subscriber from
one company to another. The growth
due to this shift affects the company
and its share price positively as it
symbolizes the company as a
preference compared to the other
existing players in the market.

Other Ratios:
Besides these key industry metrics,
other ratios such as Price to Earnings
Ratio, Return on Capital Employed,
Current Ratio, Net Profit Margin, PBT
Margin etc. can also be taken into
account.
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ON THE SHOULDERS OF GIANTS:
ANALYSIS OF MARKET POWER
AND REGULATION
In
a
well-functioning
market,
producers are forced to deliver goods
and services at cost, take consumer
interests into consideration, and also
protect the customer from anticompetitive pricing. In such a case,
regulation acts as a balancing agent
between antitrust and ensuring
efficiency in the market. Regulators
have to face a trade-off between the
two parties, to protect the interests of
both.
Jean Tirole was awarded the Sveriges
Riksbank Prize in Economic Sciences
in Memory of Alfred Nobel, in 2014 for
his analysis of market power and
regulation.
In it, he explained, “how to understand
and regulate the industry with few
powerful firms.” To show that
regulatory principles are specific to the
industry, Tirole used game theory and
contract theory.
Let us glance at the various aspects of
his contributions:

Regulator's
information
problem: needs case by case
approach
Primarily, it is an oligopoly wherein, a
few firms dominate the market and
dictate prices, quantity, and volumes.
Traditional economic theory doesn't
throw light on this aspect. According
to traditional theory, there exists either
a monopoly or perfect competition.
Additionally, the regulatory authorities
do not have full information about the
market participants, giving the
regulated firms an added advantage.
Tirole realized the gap and thus
researched building new scientific
methods (game theory and contract
theory) to contribute to practical
policymaking and regulation.
He showed how, in a market where the
regulatory authorities lack full
information about the monopoly
player’s
cost
and
production
techniques, a set of production
contracts can essentially bypass this
issue.
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Tirole, along with Lafont, sought
to address the problem of
providing a high compensation for
production and at the same time
not using tax money. They hinted
that authorities can allow firms to
choose from constructed contract
options, thus solving the problem
of the lack of information. The
firms being judicial, will choose the
kind of projects that are in line
with their cost and expectation of
compensation. It will also depend
upon the opportunities that lie
ahead for them.
Competition
investments

and

strategic

"If one firm holds all the power,
that is not necessarily a bad thing,”
Tirole said. It is not only the
monopoly markets that require
regulation, oligopoly too has to be
regulated. Tirole along with his coauthors
Fudenberg,
Richard
Gilbert, and Joseph Stiglitz has
contributed immensely to the
theories of competition law. They
predicted stiff competition in areas
where the companies are at similar
levels but there is a difference in
the level of investment in R&D.

ON THE SHOULDERS OF GIANTS

In such a case, game theory was
used to analyze how a firm can
strategically
influence
its
competitors.
A
strategic
investment has long-term effects
on the firm's profitability. Whether
these investments result in the
firms being more aggressive or not
and how the firms deal with
competition
needs
to
be
considered. In certain markets,
rewards in lieu of aggressive
investment are achieved as
competitors refrain from the
market share. In other cases,
investments are unprofitable since
they are met with aggressive
behavior.
For over two decades, Tirole's work
has influenced all price and nonprice regulations of firms with
market power. He addressed those
issues, researched upon them, and
solved them.
A complete understanding of the
conditions specific to the industry
is required to figure out the
strategies which would be most
profitable for the firm, as what
works in one market might not for
the other.
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SOMETHING VENTURED
SOMETHING STARTED:
RAW PRESSERY
Wingreen Farms acquires Raw Pressery
What’s the deal?
Dips and sauces maker Wingreens
Farms has acquired cold-pressed juices
startup Raw Pressery. Launched in
2013, the company disrupted the Indian
market by becoming an alternative to
traditional soda and high-calorie juices.
Why did it make the headline?
The deal is done at a valuation of ₹100 ₹110 crore which is at a fifth of its 2018
valuation. In 2018, the company raised
₹65 crores at a valuation of ₹500 crores.
The company had raised ₹150 crores
from investors including Sequoia
Capital,
Saama
Capital,
DSG
Consumer Partners, and Alteria
Capital. A deal at such a discounted
valuation makes it’s a Distress Sale.

affected its valuation. According to its
last annual filing in FY 18 the company
had reported a net loss of ₹48 crores on
revenue of ₹33 crores.
A persistent cash burn coupled with
consistent losses forced the company to
search for a buyer.
Sector Overview
The urban centers have seen an
increasing demand for healthier drinks.
Giants such as Dabur and ITC are
coming with different variants of fruit
juices. Generally, in the consumer
goods segment, the combination of
having an expensive product and
operating in a niche segment makes the
product difficult to scale.

Why a sale?
Conclusion
Since its inception, the company had a Will Wingreens be able to script a
severe downturn in business, which has turnaround? Only time will tell…
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QUIZ
1) Who among the following recently
acquired 100% stake in full-stack sports
platform Fitso?
A. Reliance
B. Zomato
C. Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail
D. Byju's
2) Which automobile company recently
launched 'Smart Finance'- an online car
financing platform?

4) Which among the following stocks
with a market capitalization of greater
than ₹100 billion generated a yearly
growth of more than 650% as of
December 2020?
A. Adani Green Energy
B. Laurus Lab
C. Alok Industries
D. Tanla Solutions
5) First IPO of 2021 was:

A. Toyota
B. Tata Motors
C. Maruti Suzuki
D. Mahindra & Mahindra

A. Indigo Paints
B. IRFC
C. Home First Finance Company
D. StoveKraft

3) Who among the following bought
the majority stake in automotive
fintech company KUWY Technology?

6) Who has been appointed as the
Managing Director of LIC w.e.f. Feb 1,
2021?

A. Hyundai Motors
B. Mahindra Finance
C. Volkswagen Finance
D. Bajaj Finance

A. T C Suseel Kumar
B. Sanjeev Kumar
C. M.R. Kumar
D. Siddhartha Mohanty
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7) ............ effect is the theory that when
facing economic crisis consumers will
be more willing to buy less costly
luxury goods.
A. Inferiority
B. Linen
C. Lipstick
D. Shadow
8) Who among the following won the
bid for Dewan Housing Finance
Corporation Ltd (DHFL)?
A. Piramal Group
B. Oaktree Capital
C. MindTree
D. Adani Group
9) Which of the following companies
was recently directed by NCLT to go
for liquidation?
A. Vadilal Ltd.
B. Kwality Ltd.
C. Parag Milk Food
D. Prabhat Dairy Ltd.
10)
According
to
Bloomberg
Billionaires Index, who is the richest
man in the world?
A. Jeff Bezos
B. Elon Musk
C. Mark Zuckerberg
D. Bill Gates

QUIZ

11) Which bank recently paid more
than USD 100 million to avoid US
prosecution's bribery charges?
A. Deutsche Bank
B. JP Morgan Chase
C. Bank of America
D. Citi Group
12) Who among the following RBI
Governors DID NOT resign?
A. Bimal Jalan
B. Osborn Smith
C. Y V Reddy
D. RN Malhotra
13) Historically, P/E ratios have tended
to be................
A. higher when inflation has been high
B. lower when inflation has been high
C. uncorrelated with inflation rates but
correlated with other macroeconomic
variables
D. uncorrelated with any macroeconomic variables including inflation
rates

Answers
1) B
5) B
9) B
13) B

2) C
6) D
10) B

3) C
7) C
11) A

4) A
8) A
12) C
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